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Welcome
Shaukat Warraich
Founder and Chief Executive

Faith Associates was set up in 2004 as a non-theological consultancy to 
meet the needs of ethnic minority faith-based communities. We work in 
culturally sensitive, multidisciplinary ways to provide research, training, 
advice and guidance to influence the challenges faced by communities. 
Our key areas of focus are:

• developing institutional governance

• improving strategic choices

• developing effective communication strategies.

Critically, Faith Associates recognises the central roles Mosques, Islamic 
Centres and Madrassahs play in providing guidance to their congregations 
and service users.
 
Providing the right technical support and professional development to 
managers and key individuals in faith institutions to help them engage with 
the challenges of the modern world is a core part of what we do. Whether 
it be Imams or Madrassah teachers and others providing guidance and a 
good, sound, educational experience.
 
Working with agencies that are concerned with business, education and 
government at local, regional, national and international levels has enabled 
us to identify the misconceptions that faith-based communities face and to 
help address these. Central to what we do is focus on achieving the greater 
inclusion of all members of faith-based communities; with an emphasis on 
women and young people.
 
After walking you through our ways of working this booklet briefly highlights 
some of our key areas of work in supporting and developing Mosques and 
Madrassah, helping communities be safe and secure and tackling hate and 
extremism. Finally, we are proud to share some of our achievements from the 
past year.
 
Thank you for your interest.
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Our areas of expertise

Our Vision
Our vision is to see all Mosques, Islamic Centres and Madrassahs develop 
into ‘beacon institutions’ that promote excellence in leadership and provide 
services for their entire community.

Mission
Faith Associates mission is to synthesise our management and governance 
expertise with our cultural understanding of communities to develop, 
implement and review standards of excellence within Mosques, Islamic 
Centres and Madrassahs to ensure their:

•	 relevance in 21st Century society 

•	 commitment to providing service, support and guidance  
to the entire community

•	 sustainability for coming generations. 

We strongly advocate that Mosques, Islamic Centres and Madrassahs are 
integral components of a holistic, cohesive community.
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How we work
Strategic partnerships
Key to Faith Associates longevity and credibility is our approach in 
developing strategic partners across different sectors of society, both 
government and non-government. 

With our emphasis on technical expertise and solutions whilst adhering 
to a strict non-theological bias, we engage and maintain strong 
relationships and collaborations with partners that include:

•	 Mosques and Islamic Centres

•	 charities and NGOs

•	 private foundations

•	 local and national governments

•	 international bodies (EU, UN and OIC)

•	 private companies (Facebook, Twitter, Google).

Sustainable ways of working
We know our expertise and approach to engagement is translatable and 
replicable across different countries and cultures. 

Our ongoing Madrassah Management and Curriculum Support work 
taking place in Sub-Saharan Africa gave us the opportunity to test and 
learn using the approach of how we work in the UK and the Western 
world in a very different culture. To date this has translated very well and 
the diagram below shows what the steps are.

Identify local  
issue / challenge

Deliver workshops  
and training across 

stated timeframe

Maintain constant test 
and learn approach

Engage Faith  
Associates

Develop culturally 
/ contexturally 

specific guidance 
and material

Assess impact  
of work

Allow Faith 
Associates to identify 
and establish local 

partners

Map out schemes of 
work / timeframes

Maintain local 
relationships
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Focus on: 
Mosque management 
support

Faith Associates has pioneered a ‘Management Guide for Mosques and 
Islamic Centres’ which is the foundation for our community development 
work and has helped shape the training workshops we deliver.

With over 15 years of experience in advising and helping faith-based 
community groups and institutions, the Management Guide focusses 
on developing the internal capacity of Mosques and Islamic Centres 
to become holistic service providers. Building on the centrality of the 
Mosque and the key role it plays in the wider community, we train 
the management of these institutions in areas such as communication, 
facilities management, governance, accountability, finance, community 
development and how to ensure sustainability for the future. 

We have travelled the length and breadth of the UK to deliver this 
training and trained hundreds of senior institution personnel. In recent 
years this has been extended to working with Scandinavian countries, 
advising western European countries and in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Beacon Mosque programme
We have over 15 years of experience in advising and helping 
community groups and faith institutions ensure they become sustainable 
and forward–looking institutions. Our work focuses on developing good 
governance, building capacity and refining management procedures. 
Acknowledging there is room for improvement, there are also Mosques 
and Islamic Centres doing fantastic community orientated work to be 
recognised and rewarded.

Beacon Mosques recognises the role Mosques and Islamic Centres 
play in the macro infrastructure of towns and cities, that this is being 
felt and their impact on the social and cultural fabric of society is being 
measured. Beacon Mosques is committed to highlighting excellent 
practices, promoting effective governance and helping to establish 
benchmarks of quality for other Mosques and Islamic Centres to try  
and emulate.

Beacon Mosque standards
Our Mosque and Islamic Centre support has evolved through the 
development of ‘Beacon Mosque Standards’ which have a three-tier 
accreditation framework to raise overall standards over time. These are 
making Faith Associates the global organisation invested in the support 
and development of Islamic faith institutions. The key features are:

•	 standards of excellence that include effective governance 

•	 enhancing the technical expertise of management 

•	 a consortium of Mosques nationally and internationally aligned to  
the standards

•	 highlighting and sharing excellence across the consortium and   
for others to emulate. 

The Beacon Mosque Standards help institutions show what they do in  
ten areas.

Beacon 
Mosque 

Standards

Structure, management and governance

Policies and procedures

Facilities management

Staffing and employment

Financing and fundraising

Communication

Accountability and transparency

Madrassah

Community development

Additional services

3 Levels of Accreditation 
Key to the Beacon Mosque concept is a three-tier accreditation system 
that rewards Mosques and Islamic Centres who have demonstrated 
excellence and competencies in the areas of governance, management 
and accountability. A 5-Star Beacon Mosque must display advanced 
capabilities to provide services to all members of the community  
(women, youth and elderly) and demonstrate an active role in  
providing both social and domestic services for its congregants.

www.beaconmosque.com
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Madrassah
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Focus on: 
Madrassah development 
and safeguarding 

Developing on the Mosque Management work we do, Faith Associates 
has pioneered a handbook for ‘Madrassah Management’. This gives 
guidance to help Madrassah and Islamic supplementary schools 
successfully run their institutions and ensure the safety of their students. 
Supported by advice and training we focus on helping achieve:

•	 more coherent governance and management

•	 effective teaching methods

•	 health and safety

•	 safeguarding

•	 identifying and promoting good practice. 

This handbook supports our ‘Madrassah Quality Standards Framework’ 
which combines legal requirements with outstanding Madrassah practice 
to help these institutions achieve and maintain standards of excellence. 
Drawing parallels with the ‘Beacon Mosque Standards’, the ‘Madrassah 
Quality Standards Framework’ incorporates a three-tier accreditation 
framework to raise standards in the Madrassah over time. We have 
engaged with many supplementary schools who have responded 
positively to the framework, indicating support and longevity.

3 Levels of Accreditation
Madrassahs that adhere to and demonstrate 
competency with the 8 Frameworks are 
awarded accreditation. This accreditation 
begins at Mizan (Bronze) and moves to 
Kausar (Silver) and Firdaus (Gold). 
 
Being accredited highlights that a Madrassah 
is operating to a standard of excellence and 
provides a template for other Madrassahs to 
do the same. 

8 Frameworks
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With the sharp increase in Islamophobia and targeted hate crimes 
towards Mosques and Islamic Centres we are placing a greater 
emphasis on the need to ensure they are secure, protected and  
prepared in the eventuality of an attack. 

Within this context, we utilised our expertise and community network 
to develop specific advice and guidance on ‘Keeping Mosques Safe’. 
With the endorsement of 8 regional Mosque councils in England that 
represented hundreds of institutions and thousands of Muslims and 
the National Association of Muslim Police, we developed a 10 point 
‘Mosque, Islamic Centre and Madrassah Security and Safety Tips’  
leaflet that outlined a series of easy to understand and easy to implement 
action points to help ensure places of worship are kept safe and secure. 
This was further supported by working with a wide range of faiths to 
develop a more detailed approach and an easy to use publication 
‘Incident management guide for faith communities’.

We always emphasise the importance of working collaboratively 
between local police and faith institutions to work towards  
mitigating threats and help build trust between local communities  
and local authorities.

A critical evolution in the manifestation of Islamophobia and 
anti-Muslim hatred is seen with the prominence of social 
media and the increase in hate speech online. 

Within this context, Faith Associates partnered with Facebook 
to produce the ‘Keeping Muslims Safe Online’ e-safety guide 
aimed at providing easy to understand tips and advice 
outlining best practice to help keep Muslims safe online. 

This guide was produced specifically to empower Muslim 
users on Facebook with the tools, resources and knowledge 
to identify and deal with harmful content and keep themselves 
safe online. For Faith Associates, it served three key purposes:

•	 building confidence and resilience in Muslim users 
on Facebook by equipping them with the knowledge  
and tools to effectively deal with hate speech and 
extremist content

•	 empowering traditional faith leaders, who are not always 
experts in the online world, to have the tools to deal with 
the threat themselves and disseminate this to their students

•	 help dispel the pervading negative perceptions that 
Muslim communities have of social media platforms such 
as Facebook that they see as ambivalent to the hate and 
prejudice that they receive online. 

This ‘Keeping Muslims Safe Online’ guide shows that large 
tech companies like Facebook take hate and extremism 
seriously and want to help address it.

The process to develop the guide followed Faith Associates 
community engagement approach involving consultations with 
both senior Imams and Alimahs as well as Muslim students; 
engaging the spectrum of Facebook users. The launch of 
the guide in late 2017 provides Faith Associates with the 
foundation to continue building positive community support 
and bridging communication gaps through the potential for a 
nationwide ‘roadshow’ to promote the resource and instigate 
conversations around hate speech and safety. 

There is the potential to globalise the narrative and engage 
with the 1.5 billion Muslims living on every continent of  
the world. 

Focus on: 
Safety and security

Focus on: 
Tackling hate  
and extremism
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A key aspect of Faith Associates communication work is our ability to 
facilitate the production of high quality digital media that promotes 
positive messages. The role Faith Associates plays in this context is to 
facilitate the creation and distribution of films, imagery, soundbites and 
infographics as well as the creation of webpages and social media 
channels that showcase high production values and are focussed around 
local community engagement work. Faith Associates engineers the 
production of high quality content by providing the necessary equipment 
and personnel to its client to ensure the best results. 

Here are examples of our communications activities in practice.

Social media
Our in-house team plan campaigns, generate content and manage 
posting and reporting on engagement. We use the full range of channels 
including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram. 

Website development and maintenance
We look after a range of web presences, our most prominent ones 
being, www.faithassociates.co.uk, and www.imamsonline.com and  
www.madrassah.co.uk.

Focus on: 
Communication

Media engagement and training
Faith Associates has a network of press and media contacts that is  
used to help amplify individuals we work with and campaign messaging. 
A key example of this is our work with Imams and Scholars.

To help them excel in the media spotlight we work with individuals 
or small groups and provide engaging and interactive training. This 
focuses on building their confidence and skills to engage with a range of 
media, including radio, TV and online media channels, using recognised 
journalists to provide an authentic experience.

Events and roadshows
We have extensive experience of delivering events that bring people 
together to experience and engage in pertinent discussions and learn 
new skills to grow each year. This ranges from small gatherings in 
community-based facilities to engaging in relevant issues or bigger 
productions with 150-200 attendees. 
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January – March
• Imams Online Digital Summit 2017 with Google UK, London focusing on Technology & 

Education, Scial Media Policy & Safety Discussion, Extremism, Islamophobia and Rise of 
the Far Right and Emerging Trends and Challenges for Muslims in the Media.

• Online ‘What British Muslims Really Do’ profiling some of the leading young Imams, 
Scholars and Alimahs from across the UK campaign on YouTube, Facebook and Twitter.

• International engagement including Bursa in Turkey looking at the development of 
exceptional Islamic educational institutions and Mosques, sharing our work with the 
European Commission in Belgium and visits to Sarajevo and Srebrenica in Bosnia as part 
of an educational programme.

April – June
• Online ‘Ramadan Reminders’ campaign on YouTube, Facebook and Twitter providing 

bite-sized spiritual and practical reminders to young Muslims on how to be practical, active 
individuals throughout the month and for the rest of the year.

• Annual Mosque Iftar events at a range of Mosques and Islamic Centres across the UK 
bringing the community together during Ramadan.

• Building the capacity of Mosques and Madrassah in East Africa pilot project starts working 
with national and regional governmental organisations and faith leaders.

July – September
• Online Faith Wage Campaign for Imams using Facebook and Twitter sparking a much-

needed conversation in the Muslim community around the role of a 21st Century British 
Imam and the establishment of defined duties and viable remuneration.

October – December
• Launch of the Facebook led UK branch of the Online Civil Courage Initiative (OCCI) UK 

with Facebook supporting civil society organisations and charities to tackle hatred and 
extremism online.

• Launch of Facebook ‘Keeping Muslims Safe’ Guide by the All Party Parliamentary Group at 
the Houses of Parliament, London.

Throughout the year
• Mosque capability and capacity building through senior leader briefings, institutional 

reviews and face-to-face training. 

• Delivery of accredited Safeguarding Training for Faith Institutions. Faith Associates helped 
train over 1000 Imams, teachers and management personnel from over 40 different 
institutions in key cities across the UK.

• Madrassah support and capacity building through madrassah.co.uk and the National 
Quality Standards. 

2017: Key achievements

After two years of engagement in Africa, Faith Associates started 
delivering a pilot project in East Africa to build the resilience of 
Mosques, Madrassahs and Islamic institution. 

The focuses of the project are to:

•	 develop capability and capacity to meet the demands and challenges 
of the modern world

•	 increase community resilience to the effects of extremism and the 
capacity to prevent it.

Our operating approach is being deployed in three stages.

	 Phase	1: Discovery and engagement 

	 Phase	2: Materials development and training 

	 Phase	3: Support, evaluation and reporting

The project team, based in the UK and in country are delivering the 
following activities:

•	 engaging key national and local faith stakeholders and developing 
local ownership

•	 fully engaging stakeholders, undertaking gap analysis and holding 
events to agree the priorities for guidance and materials and the 
training and support needed

•	 adjusting and localising governance, management and curriculum 
materials and holding events to review and agree them 

•	 piloting of materials and training approaches

•	 planning and preparing for national rollout.

Focus on: 
International 
development


